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A safe, successful and sustainable aviation model
SHARE THE AIR

As drones become more popular, it's important that users recognise their responsibilities to keep the air safe for all.

They were the "must have" stocking filler for Christmas 2015, but drones are a growing worry for those charged with keeping our airspace safe. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, as they're officially known, are a fast-growing phenomenon, with entry-level models available for just a few hundred dollars from any electronics store.

Air New Zealand's Chief Flight Operations and Safety Officer, Captain David Mungro, says that with drones becoming more popular, education about operating them safely is paramount.

"It's important that anyone purchasing a drone appreciates that they are part of the aviation system and, as such, there are responsibilities and obligations to the public for safety," he says.

Airways, the body responsible for air traffic control, is promoting its website Airshare.govt.nz as a key tool to educate drone owners about their responsibilities. Launched in 2015 in collaboration with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), Callaghan Innovation and the local drone industry body UAVNZ, Airshare provides safety and educational information, airspace maps, a flight logging tool and a facility to report use of controlled airspace.

"We want to ensure people have access to information so they can operate safely," says Airways Chief Operating Officer Paula Lamb. "Airshare is all about education, responsibility and providing easy access to information so everyone can enjoy the skies."
Northern approaches alone have seen CO2 emissions down around 1,500 tonnes.
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Aviation industry emissions targets

- 1.5% average annual fuel efficiency improvement between 2009 and 2020
- Carbon neutral growth from 2020
- A reduction of 50% in net emissions by 2050 compared to 2005 levels
Single Asian sky
Moving from good to great

- ENHANCED Customer Experience
- SUPERIOR Commercial Results
- HIGH PERFORMANCE Engaged Culture
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